
                   TAG QUESTIONS

1.A question tag is a little question that we add to the end of a statement .Its 
purpose is asking for agreement or confirmation.

2.The verb and subject of the tag question will usally be the same as the verb
and subject of the statement.

3.An affirmative statement will have a negative tag question ,a negative 
statement will have a positive tag question.

Examples:

.He is reading the book,isn’t he?

.They can’t run fast,can they?

.The girl speaks English,doesn’t she?

 Exercise:

Put a tag question on the end of each sentence:

1.Anna’s on vacation………………………………….?

2.Tom could help you……………………………………?

3.I’m too fat……………………?

4.Sue doesn’t like onions………..?

5.You wouldn’t tell anyone…………..?

6.You weren’t lestening…………….?

7.Jack applied for a job……………………..?



                  Active and passive voice

ACTIVE:Mary sang a song.

PASSIVE:A sang was sung by Mary.

1.In active voice, the subject performs the action.

2.In passive voice ,the action is performes on the subject .the subject 
receives the action.

3.The object of the active sentence becomes the subject of the passive 
sentence.

          Tense       Active      passive
Present simple
Present contin
Past simple
Future simple 
modal

Imake a cake.
I’m making a cake.
I made a cake.
I will make a cake.
I must make a cake.

A cake is made.
A cake is being made.
A cake was made.
A cake will be made.
A cake must be made.

Exercise:

Sentences are in the active voice.Change them into the passive voice.

1.She cleans my shoes.

…………………………………

2.The teacher praised him.

…………………………………………

3.Alice posted the letter.

………………………………………………..

4.Everyone will blame us.



              PREPOSITIONS : AT ,on and in

At: we use “at”with times.

Examples:

-At 5 o’clock   ,At 11:45       ,At lunchtime

-Carol usually leaves work at five o’clock.

We also use at in these expressions:

-At night ,at the same time, at the end of ,at the beginning of……………..

On:  We use on with dates and days.

Examples:

-On Friday  ,on Monday 14th  ,on Christmas day(but at Christmas)

-They got married on march 12th

We also say:on Monday morning , on satursay afternoon, on weekends…

In: We use in for longer period of time( for example: months , years ,seasons)

Examples:    

-In 1990   , In April  ,In winter

-They got married in 2000.

We also say in the morning , in the evening…..

-I will see you in the morning.

4.We don’t use “at ,on and in” before next and last

Example:

-I’ll see you next Friday.

-They got married last march. 



                       Capitalization rules

Using capital letters: 

1.At the start of a sentence:

- Bali is an londonesian Island.

-It is a lively day.

 2.With proper nouns (particular persons ,places and things):

-Her name is Mary.

-She lives in Spain.

3.With adjectives that come from proper nouns:

-There live in a Georgian house.

-He loved Japanase films.

4.For the first and all of the main words in titles:

-THE GREAT GATSBY.

-THE SECOND WORLD WAR.

5.For the pronoun” I”:

-In the future I hope that Iwill be able to visit turkey.

                 




